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IT IS EASY TO WRITE A
DOCUMENT AND NAME IT
STRATEGIC PLAN.
BECAUSE PLANNING IS
EASY. ANYONE CAN PLAN.
However, very few realise their
plans. Why? The measure of an
effective strategy is reflected in
effective execution. Avoid the
mistake most leaders make of
looking at strategic planning as a
SWOT analysis exercise and target
setting against the balanced
scorecard dimensions! Don’t limit
your business potential by thinking
within your vision and mission to
deliver a great strategy.
As a strategy and risk expert, I have
identified the following five tell-tale
signs that your strategic plan lacks a
clear strategy to facilitate effective
execution. Get a copy of your
strategy and let’s examine it for
effectiveness.
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Misalignment of
structure to strategy
into a body of a fat baby? That is what happens

misalignment of structure to

1

A research paper?

What is the strategy in your strategic plan?
Does your big strategy document have a clear
strategy? Open a page where your strategy
is clearly articulated. What exactly is your
strategy? Remember, strategy are choices
you make to win with your customers and key
stakeholders against the competition. According
to Michael Porter, a company has choices
focusing on both. Does your strategic plan
clearly explain and justify your strategic focus
choice?
Open the page of your SWOT analysis. How do
they clearly link to your strategic imperatives
and focus areas? Are your focus areas clearly
articulated or it is just a feeling of the major
areas to focus on based on competitive
benchmarking? What is the rationale of your
strategic objectives or focus area choices?
If your strategic plan document is not clear on
the above, chances that it is a research paper
execution.

strategy are choices
you make to win with
your customers and key
stakeholders against the
competition

existing structure.
There are several reasons why business
leaders fail to execute strategy. One of the
biggest reasons I have found based on the
so many interactions with CEOs and other
executives is the failure to align the structure
to strategy. Most of the time, leaders make a
document and call it ‘strategic plan.’ Anybody
can do that because planning is the easiest
part. The biggest challenge is execution.
For each strategy, there is a tendency to have
key areas of focus. A strategic document could
have key focus areas 1, 2, 3 and 4. However,
these focus areas are not properly anchored to
Take an example of a house.
If is built in such a way that three pillars are
on one side, with only one pillar supporting the
house on the other side, chances of it falling
over are high. The centre of gravity on the
house is in the middle and it is likely that the
house will roll. If you don’t align the pillars in
a way that they support the roof, chances of
falling are high
The same thing happens when it comes to
strategy execution. You need to align the pillars
execution. In a business, the pillars are the
values, scorecard, area where you will play,
key focus areas to deliver to the stakeholder
expectations. You need to align the structure to
As a leader, how do you make sure each of
responsible person? How do you link your pillars
(key areas of focus) to performance areas with
appropriate indicators to show whether you are
moving ahead or stagnating? Failure to have
your pillars aligned to supporting the strategy
becomes the biggest challenge.
We are seen with surprise some leaders who
undergo an elaborate process to formulate
strategy, and after doing very great work come
existing structure.
fat baby. The dress will not enter. And it if does,
it bursts.
This is the same thing that happens to
government. Great strategies and ‘visions’.
When it comes to realisation, no results can
be seen on ground. Government structure
was set up long time ago. But new changes
in the environment; geo-political, technology,
population growth, the rise of globalisation, etc
mean that ways of working have also changed.
Government came up with Vision 2040,
and the subsequent National Development
Plans. However, these very good articulated
documents are to be implemented in a
structure that existed in the 1990s. It can’t
work like that. Anytime government comes
up with a National Development Plan, it must
review the existing structure so that it is
strategy and vision. Not the other way round.
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HR
Finance
Sales
CEO

bigger tyre on a
small car

etc

-Right people in wrong
places
-wrong people in right
places
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Are your key focus areas with the right
people responsible for driving them? Are
there clear targets to measure progress on
whether they are doing a good job or not?
Are your weekly SMT meetings brainstorming
meetings or are about reporting on
performance against set targets in their
respective scorecard performance areas?
unless you have clear scorecard targets per
pillar or strategic focus area.
in the right places. For example, business
leaders make a strategy, and are required to
hire talented people to champion given pillars
like getting a very big car tyre for a trailer
and putting it on a Toyota Premio. Of course,
move. The tyre was not made up for that.
As explained earlier, great tailors will tell

communication

Ask all your top managers in a meeting to
write down the top three strategic challenges

have clear targets
for each of
your managers
and standard
reporting
formats to
enable reporting
consistency.

If a shirt is too big, it will make the wearer
too think. If the dress is too small, it will not
does to your business.
When you get the right people and put
them in the wrong places, you will have
problems. It is like getting a right tyre but
putting it on a wrong car. If you get wrong
people, put them in the right places, it is like
getting a new tyre and putting it into a used
you are misusing resources. That is total
abuse. This is the kind of situation in very
can’t deliver . This becomes a friction to the
business.
As a leader, you need to carry out a human
resource redeployment matrix after a
thorough skills and functional analysis. You
analyse people’s skills and experience, put
them into places where they are ideal. Once
you do this, execution will be shift.
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And that is the diagnosis for poor strategy
clarity. Turn your meetings into productive
meetings. Have clear targets for each of your
managers and standard reporting formats to
enable reporting consistency.
Poor articulation of the common target to all
departments is a huge roadblock when it comes
thinking their focus is hiring people and sending
needs a person. You have a main point where
the organization should be looking but people
known about it. They have something else. You
call them for a meeting to discuss about what
is critical to the business, they won’t come in
time. They think what they are doing is the
most important.
At the end of the day, something which
matters most to the business is not given the
much needed attention. Finance is also aiming

aligned to the strategy focus areas. They don’t
company strategic objectives.
Only the CEO is the vision bearer. Only he
knows what matters most to the business. The
company is a divided house. Every other body
doesn’t know where the company is heading.
Poor communication becomes a big challenge in
executing strategy.
Consider a team of people who have gone for
mountain climbing. But you fail to communicate
clearly the rendezvous point to meet, and
the time of the meeting. Chances of going in
That is what happens to the business when
the leader does not clearly communicate the
strategy.
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Score card dashboard

#Budget #Workplan # Strategy
is your strategy
complete?

- Sales?

-churns

- Costs?

- Penetration

- Margin?

- Retention
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Lack of accountability
for results

Most of the time, leaders or directors are
comfortable being given tasks without clarity of
the key outputs from their jobs.
Once you don’t have a scorecard, a yardstick
against which your performance is evaluated,
knowing whether you are delivering or not

5

Failure to prioritise and
most

ready by 7:30am, but you have not explicitly
stated these to them. If you give your maid or
house help a scorecard, why not give it to your
direct reports at the work place. Without clear
targets, chances of surprises at home are high.

As a leader, you need to know what is in your

certain things as a leader you need to get right.
And alignment or having insider things speak
together is very important. It is like having a
car not well aligned. If you are driving through
wheel as the car moves, if the wheels are not
To drive in a straight path, you must keep
your hands on the stirring wheel. Technology
is bringing us to having driverless cars. If the
car’s tyres are not aligned, you will have a
problem. You must keep your hands gripped
on the steering wheel, else the car will veer
a fatal accident. As a leader, can you keep the
holiday? Or must always keep your hands on?
The chances of you failing as a leader can be
monitored on your ability to continue having
your hands on the steering wheel. If you going
to continue driving hands on, it is an indicator
your car is not well aligned. What are the key
critical things you have to do to complete your
strategy?
A strategy isn’t complete unless it has a one
page summary of your focus clearly explaining
the choices you have made, structure aligned
to the strategy, a work plan with clear activities
to actualise the strategy, scorecard to monitor
the strategy and budget to implement it.
Most of the time, execution fails because
these critical tools are not present. People
have uncoordinated activities. You have a
consultant coming to do strategy, another doing
scorecard, another supporting work plans. It is
just a mixture.
Maybe by the nature of the company, it gets
money from the consolidated fund. Anybody
at the top can get the business going with

if you have a
strategy and a
scorecard clearly
showing who
is responsible
for what pillar,
execution
will be easy.
execution will be
accountability is
not done.

organization can make if all critical elements of
strategy are well aligned. That’s a question for
you.
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house not clean, the maid hasn’t done her work
who do you blame?
The same thing you need to do with your
colleagues. If you are in charge of sales, how
much sales revenue must we make? From
which customers and region? Once you give
the targets broken down in this kind of areas,
there is clarity of accountability. As a leader,
you are able to see what was agreed in the
scorecard against actual performance. You
able to tell whether the sales are improving,
stagnating or declining. Remember, business
is about making more sales as well as reducing
costs. Scoring many goals and conceding few
goals. You have to manage the costs. You want
to make sure the costs are within the margin.
If you make sales 100 per cent and spend
100 per cent, do you win? Of course no. You
need to sale 100 per cent and spend 40 per
cent. You have a margin of 60 per cent. This
total gross margin gives an opportunity to
have other operational costs catered for and
the business remains succeeding. For you to
margin. You can then have enough money to
give to the stakeholders. You can also clearly
look at the churn rate. If the business is losing
three customers weekly, and new subscriptions
are not coming in, the chances of having
no customers are very high. This is an area
to monitor. As a CEO, who of your team is
responsible for monitoring churns so you are
able to know customer service is poor? Why
is the business losing clients? And if you are
losing customers, what are the reasons why
they churn. Once you have a scorecard, the
most important thing is who is responsible for
what. Whom do we put on the table and hold
accountable? Remember, the scorecard are
few selected areas of focus for the CEO and
top management to keep their eyes on. As you
keep your eyes on, you need to know who is
responsible for what pillar. This is clarity of
accountability.
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THE CEO TEST
What Is The Strategy In Your
Strategic Plan?
Get a copy of your current strategic plan document. Open it and see if you can find
any page with a strategy for your business. That is the CEO test!
Is your strategy document a research paper?

CONTACT

Visit: www.summitcl.com/summitSTRATEGY
E: strategy@summitcl.com
T: +256 414 231136/ +256 784 270519

Improving The Clients’ Condition
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contact Mustapha today

strategy@summitcl.com
mugisa@mustaphamugisa.com
+256 414 231136
www.mustaphamugisa.com

Keynote Speaking, In-House Training and
Workshops
Do you want to get fresh insights? Here are keynotes that will change
the way you look at business

The 4As to exceptional leadership
Become a leader who inspires and others want to follow. Don’t just
create compliance, create commitment and team focus.

What makes an effective Board member
There are many Board members but few add value to the Board.
Why? Learn the strategies of what makes an effective Board
member. At the end of the training, board members will become
thrice as good they were when they came.

The P.L.A.N.T model for your business success
How to build your business on a strong foundation for
unprecedented future success. Have more time to enjoy the fruits
of your sweat instead of being a slave of your own success!

Embracing Change: Four strategies to remain ahead
of the competition
Continuously raise the bar and make the competition reactive
followers. Empower your executive to innovate instead of problem
solving. Think ahead of the pack, than being internal focused.

Client testimonial
"Mustapha Mugisa delivered a keynote to my company that left my
employees with new energy, teamwork spirit, motivated and inspired.
Mustapha's ability to touch the hearts of others and encourage and
inspire them can only be recognized as a divine gift."
Ali Jjunju, CEO of One Global

Connect with Mustapha:
mustaphabmugisa

@mustaphamugisa

mustapha-b-mugisa-66005916

Mustapha as a Strategist
What does it take to grow your revenue and proﬁtability? Why
are some companies successful while others are stagnating?
Why are some companies with high staff turnover while
others not? What does it take to grow the business amid
tough economic conditions? Is there a secret of achieving
remarkable results through change and effective strategy
execution?
Yes. There is. WinningTheGame strategy approach combines
Harvard Business award winning strategy tools namely the Blue
Ocean Strategy, Playing To Win, Competitive Strategy with the
Balanced Scorecard so that your company gets a strategy
understood by all and easy to execute.

WayofTheGuerilla Marketing
For any business to succeed, it has to undertake aggressive
marketing. Other functions are support. If you do not
market, you won’t have income. You will incur costs but
unable to meet them. For any ﬁrm whether in
manufacturing industry, consulting services, audit or fast
moving consumer goods, the core function to do is
aggressive marketing as much as possible.
Marketing and sales are critical to your revenue growth
strategy. We help develop a winning sales strategy based on
WayofTheGuerilla principles that use low cost strategies to
generate high sales revenue.
Let’s help you increase you revenue with effective
Wayof TheGuerilla marketing to enable you beat the
competition.

Mustapha B.Mugisa, Mentor Your Success Partner

